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Opening Activities
Books To Read:

-

“Around the World on Eighty Legs” by Amy Gibson
ISBN: 978-0439587556

-

“At the Same Moment, Around the World” by Clotilde Perrin
ISBN: 9781452122083

-

Whoever You Are” by Mem Fox
ISBN: 978-0152060305

-

Mathematwist Number Tales from Around the World” by TV Padma
ISBN: 978-8181463579

Music:

- Sing and learn songs from around the world
suggested resource: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Music-Aroundthe-WorldPassportsPostersBulletin-BoardsSongs-804898

Games:

-

Explore games that are played by children around the world
suggested resource: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Games-Aroundthe-World-2575351
Art:

-

-

Create passports

o

students create their own passports, complete with their picture, names and information
like a real passport

o
o

option to add stamps as you explore and learn about different countries
suggested resource: https://www.donnaward.net/news.php?cat_id=6&article_id=77

Virtual Field Trip

o

increase wonder and student interest by taking them on a virtual field trip to various
countries around the world

o

show the students pictures, or even live video feeds (Neuschwanstein Castle in Germany
has a good one) to encourage students to observe, infer and make wonders about
countries you will be learning about
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-

o

this activity opens conversations and interest about time differences, weather, climate,
culture, shape and space, distance, measuring size, population and exploration of 3D and
2D shapes

o

suggested resource: https://kidworldcitizen.org/using-web-take-kids-virtualfieldtrips/?crlt_pid=camp.oExhFfe2Js1z

Heritage Posters

o

increase student interest in the Around the World theme by having students ask parents
about what countries are a part of their ancestry

o

students create a silhouette of their head, and fill it in with symbols from countries of
their heritage

o

encourages the celebration of diversity and an interest in other countries around the
world

o

suggested resource: https://www.artsonia.com/museum/art.asp?id=19794084
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Hippity Hop!

Kristen Loane

Date and Class: Math (Number)
Grade: 3
Duration: 1-30 minute lesson, 15-minute workstation game

Outcomes Addressed:
(essential questions/lesson purpose) (the student will be able to…)

The students will be able to:
3.N.6 describe and apply mental mathematics strategies for adding two-digit numerals.
3.N.7 describe and apply mental mathematics strategies for subtracting two-digit numerals.

Materials Required:
(resources referenced) (ICT considered)

Hippity Hop game board (when printing, you could print the game board larger to make it
easier to see the words and to accommodate the markers on the board)
Markers for moving – bingo chips
Questions written on cards
One die
Mini white boards for students to solve word problems on
Manipulatives if needed to work out problems
Resources:
Game card templates: http://www.sparklebox.co.uk/
Game board template: http://www.tunaruna.com/
Game board and math questions made by Kristen Loane
Kindergarten to Grade 8 Mathematics Curriculum 2013

Teaching and Learning Activities: (Time allotments noted)
(activating, acquiring, applying) (ICT considered) (variety of strategies/activities; active thinking; questioning)

Activating: (15 minutes)
Talk about mental math strategies and problem solving strategies to use when solving word
problems such as identifying the numbers in the problem and what the question wants you to
figure out. Write it down. If you are using the mini cards (kangaroo, emu, and koala) review
mental math strategies such as adding from left to right, using doubles, thinking of addition,
etc.
Acquiring: (15 minutes)
On the whiteboard or smartboard write, “the answer is 76 [or any other number]. What is the
question?” explore the different answers together. Have students create their own addition
7

and subtraction word problems that would result in an answer of 76 in their math booklet. Be
sure they show their work.
Applying: (15-minute workstation)
Directions to play:
Players 2-4
1) Roll the die and pick up a card.
2) If you answer the card correctly, then you can move the number of spaces on the die.
3) Two or more players can be on the same space.
4) Continue to play until someone reaches the finish, play again!

Differentiation of Instruction:
(adaptations) (cultural diversity) (grouping)

-During acquiring piece students can work in partners to come up with a problem and present it
to the class. (Think-Pair-Share)
-Use higher numbers for students who need a challenge, and lower numbers for students who
are struggling.
-There are a variety of ways to use this game board. You can manipulate the game cards to ask
any questions you want depending on the level of your classroom, strand, or even subject you
are teaching.
Differentiation for Multpile Intelligences
Verbal: Saying step by step what the strategies are for mental math
Logical: Can notice the patterns in the strategies used
Visual: Can see the strategies on the board when I/the class writes them down
Body: Using the die, playing on the board game
Interpersonal: Classroom discussions in acquiring section/ Think-Pair-Share strategy
Intrapersonal: Math booklet when writing the strategies
Naturalist: Add more real life manipulatives e.g., Australia themed animals to use for counting

Opportunity for Assessment:
(as, of, for learning) (exemplars/closure) (pre-assessment; variety; check for understanding; provides feedback)

FOR: Students can contribute and identify what strategies they use for addition, subtraction,
and word problems.
OF: Students will create problem solving questions to share with the class.
AS: Students can reflect on the strategies they used during the workstation while playing
Hippity Hop.
Observation: Observe students’ strategies for solving mental math problems while playing
Hippity Hop board game.
8

Math booklet: Determine if the student can correctly create or solve word problems.

Cross-Curricular/Real World Connections:
ELA: Research and write about an Australian animal.
Social Studies: Study Australian indigenous peoples and communities, study Australian climate
zones.
Science: Research growth and change in Australian plants.
Visual Arts: Create a picture using the indigenous Australian art techniques. Can use a Q-tip and
paint.
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Finish

Hippity Hop!
A Koala
needs some
cuddles,
Skip One
Turn

A Dingo is
guarding
the area!
Move Back
3 Spaces

Super
Swim!
Watch out
for crocs!
Oh No!
you’ve been
bit by a
Funnel Web
Spider Go
back to Start

Surf past
the shark!
Move
Ahead 2
Spaces

An Emu is
chasing you!
Run ahead
three
spaces

Rules:

1) Roll the die and
pick up a card.

2) If you answer the
card correctly, then
you can move the
number of spaces
on the die.

3) Two or more
players can be on
the same space.

Oh No! a
Jellyfish
stung you!

4) Continue to play
until someone
reaches the finish,
play again!

Go Back
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Start

Hippity Hop!
Word Problems and Templates
Katie the koala bear slept 18 hours yesterday and 20 hours today.
How many hours did Katie sleep all together?
Wes the wallaby is 99 centimeters tall. Wanda the wallaby is 65
centimeters tall. How much taller is Larry than Wanda?
Sarah the funnel spider spun 44 webs in the spring and 98 in the
summer. How many webs did she spin all together?
There is a pack of 12 Dingo’s living in the outback of the
Australia. 8 of the Dingo’s are fully grown while the rest are still
young. How many of the Dingo’s are still young?
There are 196 different kinds of birds that live in Australia. Eliza
could only spot 95 of the different kinds. How many did Eliza not
see?
A great big kangaroo jumped 8 feet and a baby kangaroo jumped 4
feet. How many more feet did the great big kangaroo jump?
Sally the shark had 99 teeth on Monday. On Tuesday, she lost 10
teeth and then on Wednesday, she lost 10 more! How many teeth
does Sally have left?
One scaly crocodile caught and ate 57 fish last month. Another
scaly crocodile caught and ate 29. How many fish did the crocodiles
catch and eat in total?
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42-20=

12

26+14=

13

5X5=
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Around the World Multiplication

Marie Kowalchuk

Date and Class: Grade 3 Math, Duration 30 minutes,

Outcomes Addressed:
(essential questions/lesson purpose) (the student will be able to…)
Students will:
3.N.11. Demonstrate an understanding of multiplication to 5x5 creating and solving problems in context that
involve multiplication, modeling multiplication using concrete and visual representations , and recording the
process symbolically.

Materials Required:
(resources referenced) (ICT considered)

Multiplication Flash Cards - Resource:https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/FREEMultiplication-Flash-Cards-and-Fact-Strips-0-12-152375
5 Around the World multiplication game sheets- (5 groups of 3-4, or 6 groups of 3 students) subject to
change depending on class size. – Resource -Microsoft Office - Word - Clipart - continents outline, Game
creation – Marie Kowalchuk
5 pairs of dice, (1 per group) subject to change depending on class size
Game board markers, (4 different colored items)

Teaching and Learning Activities: (Time allotments noted)
(activating, acquiring, applying) (ICT considered) (variety of strategies/activities; active thinking; questioning)

5-10 minutes - Activate: Use multiplication flash cards as a group, saying what each equation is out loud.
5 minutes -Acquire: Were they able apply basic strategies to come up with their answers? For example
did they group multiples to equal the sum? Did they work together are a whole group helping those who
had questions. Did students learn from each other.
15 minutes -Applying: Play Around the World multiplication game. Depending on who’s done and the
class size group will be between 2-4 people for one group. This game is a fun way to allow the students
to apply their multiplications skills while rolling the dice to move around the world. First person to reach
the finish wins.
Students are to roll the dice, whoever has the highest number will go first
Students will then pick a marker to mark their spot around the board
Everyone places their game marker on the START point (Pacific Ocean)
Students are then to roll the dice. Multiply the two dice together. If the sum of the dice equals the next space
(follow the arrows for the next place to move), then that student get to move one space. If the sum does not
15

equal the next space, you stay where you are and the next student takes their turn. Repeat until one person
reaches the FINISH (Antarctica).

Differentiation of Instruction:
(adaptations) (cultural diversity) (grouping)

Was developed at a level for all capacities.
Showing and refreshing as a whole group on basic multiplication skills. Allowing for questions to arise for
those who were not sure on how others got the answer. This also allowed students to see how their
peers got their answers.
Clear, distinct instructions on what I want to be done.
Making sure all students understand what I am asking, by simply asking them, do we understand what I
am asking you to do?
This game could be adapted to accommodate the curriculum for different grade level, by changing
multiplication to either addition or subtraction, and challenging with division. Also note that
multiplication strategies for grade 3, pertaining to the Manitoba curriculum, they are required to know
multiplication up to 5 x 5. Please note there are extras flash cards attached with this lesson incase
there some students that need more of a challenge.

Opportunity for Assessment:
(as, of, for learning) (exemplars/closure) (pre-assessment; variety; check for understanding; provides feedback)

FOR learning –
Known as formative & diagnostic assessments.
Determining student progress during the unit or block of instruction.
Assessment will be done by observation from whole group multiplication flash cards. Are the basic
multiplication tables remembered, was majority of the class on topic, did they remember their
strategies or grouping multiples together, did they break the equation up and use addition strategies. Or
were they lost.
Observation, walking around listening and watching the students play Around the World game.

Cross-Curricular/Real World Connections:
Social Studies, Continents of the world.
Team work, working together as a group.
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Patterns in Japan - Increasing and Decreasing Patterns

Jessica Quenelle

Time: 2-3 classes (~30 min classes) depending on recall of increasing patternsGrade: 3

Outcomes Addressed:
(essential questions/lesson purpose) (the student will be able to…)

3.PR.1
3.PR.2
Demonstrate an understanding of increasing and decreasing patterns by:
• Describing
• Extending
• Comparing
• Creating
atterns using manipulatives, diagrams, and numbers (between 0 and 1000)

Materials Required:
(resources referenced) (ICT considered)

•
•
•
•

Manipulatives (uni-fix cubes, attribute blocks, ect.)
“Patterns in Japan” and Recording Sheet (alternative: Math Journal) – Originals by Jessica
Quennelle
Smart Board and/or copy of “Patterns in Japan” for each student
Computer/ Print – Facts about Japan:
http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/countries/japan.html
http://facts-about-japan.com/interesting.html

Teaching and Learning Activities: (Time allotments noted)
(activating, acquiring, applying) (ICT considered) (variety of strategies/activities; active thinking; questioning)

Activate:
Read Facts about Japan (see websites listed in Materials Required)
Look at Japanese Symbols: Fan, Koi/Carp, Sushi, Cherry Blossom (quick info on what they are)
Give students manipulatives and ask them to create a pattern and explain the rule.
Acquire:
• Project on Smart board or give each student a copy of “Patterns in Japan”
• Give students manipulatives and “Patterns in Japan” Recording Sheet
• Show only Fan and Carp patterns, ask students to:
o represent these patterns using their manipulatives
o describe each pattern to a partner
• Whole group discussion
o Ask a few students to describe each pattern
o Introduce or re-introduce terms: Increasing and Decreasing Patterns
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▪

o
o

Increasing: – a pattern that increases in a predictable way.
• E.g. Fan – each step increases by 2
▪ Decreasing: - a pattern that decreases in a predictable way.
• E.g. Carp – each step decreases by 3
Ask students to use their manipulatives to extend the pattern: next 2 or 3 terms (if
possible) of the fan and carp pattern and then share how they figured it out
Ask students to record patterns on the “Patterns in Japan” Recording Sheet, including:
▪ A representation of the pattern (picture)
▪ Describe pattern: Increasing/Decreasing, Pattern Rule
▪ Extend (copy their manipulative work)

Apply:
• Show second page (Sushi and Cherry Blossom)
o Have student work independently or in pairs, recording on Recording Sheet:
▪ Represent patterns using manipulatives
▪ Describe the pattern – increasing/decreasing, pattern rule
*may need to have class discussion about doubling/halving patterns
▪ Extend the pattern (3 steps, if possible)
If finished early:
• Ask Students to solve a problem using increasing or decreasing patterns, such as:
o Sadako wants to see the cherry blossom tree full of cherry blossom flowers. On the first
day, she sees 1 blossom. The next day when she returns there are 3 blossoms. On the
third day, there are 5 and on the fourth day there are 9. How many blossoms will the
tree have on the fifth, sixth, and seventh day. How many on the tenth day?
• Create their own increasing/decreasing problem, solve it, and then ask a friend to solve it

Differentiation of Instruction:
(adaptations) (cultural diversity) (grouping)

•
•
•

Grouping: pair weaker student with stronger student to help explain concept, group weaker
students and Teacher/ EA works with them in a small group
Cultural: if someone has story or artifact, souvenir, etc. from Japan they can share
Adaptions:
o If needed, use simpler pattern or allow student to work with Repeating Patterns
(ABABA, etc.) if they do not fully understand that topic yet
o Kinesthetic: manipulatives
o Logical/mathematical: what comes next? Questions
o Intrapersonal/Interpersonal: options to work in partners or individually
o Verbal: Opportunity to discuss patterns in group and partner discussions
o Visual/Spatial: patterns using pictures, draw on Recording sheet
31

Opportunity for Assessment:
(as, of, for learning) (exemplars/closure) (pre-assessment; variety; check for understanding; provides feedback)

Formative: Observation
-using manipulatives to: represent and extend patterns
-describing patterns during discussion
Summative: Recording Sheet
For each pattern, are they:
-able to represent (draw picture)
-describe (increasing/decreasing, pattern rule)
-extend (next 2-3 steps)

Cross-Curricular/Real World Connections:
Social Studies. – Cluster 2: Exploring the World
-Cluster 3: Communities of the World
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Patterns in

Japan

Legend
Fan –

Sushi –

Carp / Koi –

Cherry Blossom -
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Patterns in

Japan

Legend
Fan –

Sushi –

Carp / Koi –

Cherry Blossom -
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Patterns in Japan
Recording Sheet

Fan
Draw the Pattern:

Pattern Rule:_________________________________________
Circle One: Increasing / Decreasing
Extend:

Carp
Draw the Pattern:

Pattern Rule:_________________________________________
Circle One: Increasing / Decreasing
Extend:
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Patterns in Japan
Recording Sheet

Sushi
Draw the Pattern:

Pattern Rule:_________________________________________
Circle One: Increasing / Decreasing
Extend:

Cherry Blossom
Draw the Pattern:

Pattern Rule:_________________________________________
Circle One: Increasing / Decreasing
Extend:
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Finding the Pattern

Chelsea Enns

Grade: Three
Subject: Math
Strand: Patterns and Relations
Time: 2-3 (30 minute) classes
Outcomes Addressed:
(essential questions/lesson purpose) (the student will be able to…)
3.PR.1 Demonstrate an understanding of increasing patterns by describing, extending, comparing
and creating.
3.PR.3 Solve one-step addition and subtraction equations involving symbols representing an
unknown number

Materials Required:
(resources referenced) (ICT considered)
• “The Last Viking” by Norman Jorgensen and James Foley
• Smart board -computer
• Document camera
• Pattern blocks
• White boards/markers

Teaching and Learning Activities: (Time allotments noted)
(activating, acquiring, applying) (ICT considered) (variety of strategies/activities; active
thinking; questioning)
Activate:
-Read Aloud of the “The Last Viking” by Norman Jorgensen and James Foley
-Explore basic facts about Vikings, such as: What they ate, how they travelled/dressed, where
they lived, etc. Show pictures on smart board.
-The class will view and discuss patterns of runes/clothing/ships that will be shown on the
smartboard
Acquire:
-There will be a pattern set up (using a document camera) and then there will be a class
discussion on describing the elements and the core.
-Every student will be seated at a table with a bag of pattern blocks. They must figure out the
core of the pattern that is displayed by the teacher. There will be at least 4 patters displayed and
the students get to choose which one they want to. The students will then extend the pattern.
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They can work as a group, in pairs or individually. If students finish the pattern they chose they
can start the other patterns that are displayed as well. Students will be told to keep the pattern
blocks in the pattern(s) they chose.
-The students will then leave the patterns they extended at their tables and explore everyone
else’s patterns.
-Once everyone has walked around the room observing everyone’s patterns there will be a class
discussion. Students will describe and compare the similarities/differences of the patterns.
-Now the students will have time to create their own patterns! Pictures will be taken of the
patterns and then displayed on the smart board for everyone to describe, extend and compare.
Apply:
-There will be a class discussion on how there are patterns in numbers as well. How an equation
needs all elements to be complete. Provide many examples of how having a missing number in
an equation can be solved by finding a pattern/relation.
For example: write down 22 + =37 and the class will write down their answers on
whiteboards.
-The students will have individual assignments where they have to find the missing number of
fish for the Viking to be able to return to his ship! The symbol representing the number is a fish
Differentiation of Instruction:
(adaptations) (cultural diversity) (grouping)
Differentiation of instruction:
Visual: images of Vikings/patterns, finding the core of a pattern and then extending it (use of
pattern blocks, document camera and smart board
Kinesthetic: using pattern blocks and walking around overserving everyone’s pattern
Verbal: class/group discussions
Logical: the missing number worksheet, seeing patterns in numbers
Naturalist: exploring how the Viking’s clothing/ships/ tools had patterns
Opportunity for Assessment:
(as, of, for learning) (exemplars/closure) (pre-assessment; variety; check for understanding;
provides feedback)
For learning: While the class is describing, extending, comparing and creating the patterns the
teacher will be able to walk around/observe/ hear their progress in understanding patterns and
relations. When students write their answers on whiteboards the teacher will be able to know
their abilities/progress of understanding how to solve equations with symbols representing an
unknown number.
Of learning: The missing number assignment allows the student to apply knowledge of
patterns/symbols representing numbers into an assignment that requires them to solve equations
with missing numbers. The teacher will be able to assess their progress and assignments may
have different questions (smaller or larger numbers) depending on the student.
38

As Learning: group/class discussions allowing the students to observe and explore
patterns/questions

Cross-Curricular/Real World Connections:
Social studies/real world: learn more about Vikings, where they were in Canada. Compare how
the life of a Viking was to a Canadian’s life today.
ELA: Write a story about Vikings
Art: create Viking ships
Source:
_______________________________________________________________________
Lesson Plan: Chelsea Enns
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Solve the missing numbers and then
Ragnar Can Return to His Ship!
This is Ragnar

and you need to help him find out what number should be on every fish!
Answer all ten questions and then Ragnar can return to his ship with all the
fish he collected…Now Begin!

1.

28+

2.

= 40

6.

+19 = 57

7.

57 -

-19 = 63

= 20

3.

20 +

= 45

8.

18 + 60 =

4.

34 +

= 73

9.

70 - 50

= 32

10.

5.

50 -

=

- 12 = 70
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Wild Measurements

Julia Kreutzer

Date and Class: Grade 3 Around the World - Shape and Space
Duration: 2 x 40 minute periods

Outcomes Addressed:
3.SS.3. Demonstrate an understanding of measuring length (cm, m)

-

measuring and recording length, width, and height
selecting and justifying referents for the units cm and m 3.SS.4. Demonstrate an understanding of
measuring mass (g,kg)

Materials Required:

-

watch ULTIMATE Animals Video for Children on youtube
link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLJw9yPusak&t=39s
smartboard
computers
“Wild Measurement” Worksheet created by Julia Kreutzer
various referents

Teaching and Learning Activities:
Activating (15 min):

-

watch ULTIMATE Animals Video for Children on youtube

-

demonstrate to students how heavy a gram is, a kilogram using familiar referents. Do the same with
meters and centimetres.

-

provide an example to the kids with your favourite animal

link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLJw9yPusak&t=39s
suggestion: stop the video at 6:10, as here it goes into aquatic life
ask students what their favourite animal is. Brainstorm on the board together writing all ideas down,
try to keep ideas towards land animals to maintain around the world theme Acquiring:

ex: a lion is 3 metres long, the desks are each a meter long, a lion is 3 desks long. A lion is 200kg, we
know that this textbook is 1kg, a lion is like trying to hold 200 textbooks.

Acquiring (15 min):
- demonstrate to students how heavy a gram is, a kilogram using familiar referents. Do the
same with meters and centimetres.
- provide an example to the kids with your favourite animal
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o ex: a lion is 3 metres long, the desks are each a meter long, a lion is 3 desks long.
A lion is 200kg, we know that this textbook is 1kg, a lion is like trying to hold 200
textbooks.
Applying (50 min):

-

each student’s job is to pick their favourite animal, and find the mass, height and length of their
animal as well as where it is from.

-

once researching this information about their animal, students are to create their own referents to
show the rest of the class how big and heavy their animal is. - students share their new knowledge
about their animal to the class

Differentiation of Instruction:

-

verbal: students tell other students about what they learned, and are told instructions verbally
intrapersonal: complete project independently
interpersonal: group brainstorming of animals and examples
naturalist: exploration of wildlife in the natural world
logical: measurements of wildlife
visual: shown a video of different animals and demonstration of measurement
kinaesthetic: physically measuring referents - musical: environmental sounds from video

Opportunity for Assessment:

-

able to assess the completed presentation to the class and worksheet Connections:

-

Art: create a visual, life size replication of students animal
Social Studies: learn about the culture country that their animal is from
Science: learn about the environment their animal is from
ELA: write a story about your animal

Source:

-

Julia Kreutzer

ULTIMATE Animals Video for Children on Youtube
link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLJw9yPusak&t=39s
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Pyramids of Ancient Egypt

Gordon Tanner

Date and Class: Math (Shape and Space)
Grade: 3
Duration: 2 x 30 minute lessons

Outcomes Addressed:
(essential questions/lesson purpose) (the student will be able to…)

General and Specific Outcomes:
3.N.6 Describe 3-D objects according to the shape of the faces, and the number of edges and vertices.
[C, CN, PS, R, V].

3.SS.7 Sort regular polygons according to the number of sides. [C, CN, R, V]
Students will know:
• The meaning of specific geometric terms such as edge, face, vertex and base
• The determining characteristics of various 3-D objects.
• How to determine the type of a pyramid and prism.
Students will be able to:
• Identify the faces, edges, and vertices of 3-D objects, including cubes, cones, pyramids, and
prisms.
• Identify the shape of the faces of a 3-D object.
• Determine the number of faces, edges, and vertices of a 3-D object.
• Construct a skeleton of a 3-D object, and describe how the skeleton relates to the 3-D object.
• Sort a set of 3-D objects according to the number of faces, edges, or vertices.

Materials Required:
(resources referenced) (ICT considered)

PBS Kids Youtube video “Who Built the Pyramids?”
link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2118KSUSF8
Class copies of template for making paper pyramids
Class copies of My Pyramids Facts worksheet.
8 drinking straws per student
Twist ties or pipe cleaners

Teaching and Learning Activities: (Time allotments noted)
(activating, acquiring, applying) (ICT considered) (variety of strategies/activities; active thinking; questioning)

Activating: (15 minutes)
Have students discuss what they think they know about the pyramids in Egypt. Record on
whiteboard.
Watch PBS Kids Youtube video “Who Built the Pyramids”
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Add further facts about the pyramids including amount of stone, number of workers, number of
years, theories about building
Acquiring: (15 minutes)
Review knowledge about dimensions, 2-D vs. 3-D. depth, width, height. X, Y, Z.
Display unlabeled image of square pyramid and have students observe the features.
Discuss geometric terminology: Face, edge, surface, vertex use
Make classroom T-Chart for polyhedrons – fill in two types of pyramids.
Applying: (30 minutes)
Students will construct their own 3 dimensional pyramid models, and will have the choice of making a
pyramid skeleton out of straws and pipe cleaners, or a paper pyramid from the template provided.
Drinking Straw Pyramids
Students can choose to make triangular or square pyramids with drinking straws. They should start by
constructing the base in the appropriate shape using either 3 or 4 straws and enough pipe cleaners or
twist ties to connect the ends of the straws. Once the base is constructed they can start on the sides.
They can make the sides shorter than full length straws if they desire, and if someone makes theirs too
short to form a pyramid, a teaching moment ensues. They will also discover that all of the straws need
to be of the same length (at least to construct a symmetrical pyramid). Students who finish early and
are looking for an additional challenge could be asked to cover their skeleton in paper. This will require
measuring and cutting paper to the appropriate size. Opportunities for extension exist if some students
want to take the design task further and maker larger pyramids or pyramids with different polygonal
bases (eg. pentagonal or hexagonal).
Paper Pyramid Builder template
Students should be encouraged to decorate their pyramids before cutting and gluing them, as the full
sheet is much easier to work with. A picture of the Great Pyramid at Giza could be put up on the
smartboard as inspiration, but use of imagination should be encouraged. Once the pyramids are
coloured they can be cut out, taking care not to cut off the flaps from the sides of the triangles, these
will be where the glue is applied. Fold the pyramids along the dark lines and the flaps along the dotted
lines. Apply glue either with a gluestick to all of the flaps at once (it’s hard to apply once the assembly
begins) and begin folding the sides in one by one and pressing the glued surface to the inside of the
adjacent triangle. The final flap is the trickiest and in some cases may require some tape on the outside
to keep it in place.
My Pyramid Facts worksheet
Have the students fill out the worksheet once their finished their pyramid. Perhaps a quick refresher on
the terminology of base, face, edge and vertex would be helpful. These terms should be familiar, as the
teacher has been using them regularly during the construction phase. Students can also draw their own
pyramid in their math journal.
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Differentiation of Instruction:
(adaptations) (cultural diversity) (grouping)

This lesson assumes an existing base knowledge of 3D vs 2D and of squares and triangles.
Different ways of learning: Multiple Intelligence
WORD – There are many great books about Egypt to read and get students interested in Ancient Egypt:
•
•

Seeker of Knowledge: The Man Who Deciphered Egyptian Hieroglyphs James Rumford, Author,
James Rumford, Illustrator ISBN 978-0-395-97934-1
Egyptian Myths by Jacqueline Morley ISBN: 978-0-872-26589-9

PICTURE – Students can draw and decorate their own pyramids in their Math Journals.
BODY- take a body break and have the students take turns building three person pyramids with their
bodies. SUPERVISE.
MUSIC – Several really fun Egypt songs my Mr. Nicky on Youtube
Egyptian Mythology https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3EDilQkbUk
Tutankhamen https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOhjvjWqDs0
NATURALIST – Take students outside and see if they can build a pyramid out of things found in nature.
PEOPLE – Some students may want to work on their pyramid construction in partners.
SELF- Personal expression in their pyramid design. Can come up with their own ideas if they want.

Opportunity for Assessment:
(as, of, for learning) (exemplars/closure) (pre-assessment; variety; check for understanding; provides feedback)

FOR: Teacher checks for existing knowledge of 3D concepts during initial questioning and
classroom discussion and tailors teaching accordingly.
AS: During activity phase (pyramid building) the teacher can circulate and discuss concepts with
individuals or small groups, clarifying and reteaching as necessary.
OF: Assessment of final pyramid models and My Pyramids Facts worksheet (to be included in
Math Journals)

Cross-Curricular/Real World Connections:
ELA: See books listed in differentiation section. Read books to students and have them write
their own stories about Ancient Egypt.
Social Studies: Ancient Egypt is one of the core topics in the Grade 3 SS curriculum. This is a
great starting point for further discussion of everything about Ancient Egypt.
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Science: Direct tie-in to the Grade 3 Science unit on Materials and Structures:
3-2-01 Use appropriate vocabulary related to their investigations of materials and structures.
Include: strength, balance, stability, structure, frame structure, natural structure, human-built
structure, force.

Visual Arts: Students can carry their pyramid building project to the next level by
experimenting with different materials for building better, bigger, more beautiful pyramids.

Resources:
•

PBS Kids Youtube video “Who Built the Pyramids?”
o link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2118KSUSF8

•
•
•

Pyramid Builder template – G. Tanner
My Pyramids Facts worksheet. – G. Tanner
Two Type of Pyramids infographic – G. Tanner

Anubis says:
Math is cool.
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Name: _____________________________

Date: _________________________

My Pyramid Facts
Triangular Pyramid
1.

The base of a triangular pyramid is shaped like a _________.

2.

A triangular pyramid has ______ faces.

3.

A triangular pyramid has ______ vertices.

4.

A triangular pyramid has ______ edges.

Square Pyramid
1. The base of a square pyramid is shaped like a ___________.
2. A square pyramid has ______ faces.
3. A square pyramid has ______ vertices.
4. A square pyramid has ______ edges.

What can I notice?
1. Pyramids have the same number of vertices and _____________.
2. The type of pyramid is named after the shape of its _____________.
3. The base of a pyramid is also one of its _______________.
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Statistics and Probability
Lesson Plans
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Bar Graphs (lesson 1) – Grade 3
Statistics & Probability (Data Analysis)
Date and Class: Grade 3 class

Outcomes Addressed:
(essential questions/lesson purpose) (the student will be able to…)

Essential questions: How can data be collected and recorded by using a bar graph?
General and specific outcomes:
3.SP.1. Collect first-hand data and organize it using charts to answer questions. [C, CN, V]
3.SP.2. Construct, label, and interpret bar graphs to solve problems. [PS, R, V]

Students will know:
What a bar graph is and its characteristics.
Why data analysis is important and why we use bar graphs.
How to interpret a bar graph.
Students will be able to:
Determine the attributes of bar graphs.
Create bar graphs from a set of data including labelling the title and axes.
Draw conclusions from a bar graph to solve problems.
Solve problems by constructing and interpreting a bar graph.

Opportunity for Assessment:
(as, of, for learning) (exemplars/closure) (pre-assessment; variety; check for understanding; provides feedback)

Teacher checks for understanding during the classroom discussions (questioning) and during the
creating of the bar graph (for).
This lesson is an introductory lesson to bar graphs. It doesn’t contain any assessment of learning.

Materials Required:
(resources referenced) (ICT considered)

Multi-link cubes.
Access to computer and internet.
Grid paper.

Teaching and Learning Activities: (Time allotments noted)
(activating, acquiring, applying) (ICT considered) (variety of strategies/activities; active thinking; questioning)

Activating (5 minutes):
Start the lesson by having a question on the board and ask students to use one of the multi-link cubes to
graph in their answer. Explain how they need to choose their answer first and then put a cube
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underneath each category. If another student has the same answer they put it on top of the previous
student’s cube, etc. Students are creating a bar graph this way.
Question: A Country in the continent of Europe I want to visit is:
Possible options: United Kingdom – Spain – France – Germany – Greece – Russia - Other
Acquiring (20 minutes):
Use the graph the students have created with their cubes and ask questions like:
- Which is the country most students want to visit? How do you know?
- Which is the country less students want to visit? How do you know?
- Is there a country that no-one wants to visit? How do you know?
- How many students picked “Other”? What does this mean?
Use a Think-Pair-Share strategy that will lead to a classroom discussion in the end.
Explain to students why Data Analysis is important and why we are learning about bar graphs: They live
in a world full of information in which they need to learn how to make sense of the data that surround
them. Bar graphs are one form of organizing and displaying data (activate prior knowledge by asking if
they remember other forms they used in the past to display data – listen for pictographs, line plots, tally
marks, lists) and we see them a lot in our daily lives (internet, newspaper, television, magazines, books,
etc). Discuss how we gather information (by asking a question as we did in the start of class) and what a
survey is.
Google “Bar graphs” or “Bar graphs for kids”, pick a few that have all attributes (title, axis, labels, bars)
and discuss in class. What do students notice? What do each one of the attributes tell us? Explain the
bar graph’s characteristics.
Acquiring - Applying (20 minutes):
Once the attributes have been explained, tell the students that we are now going to transfer the
information from the graph we created with the multi-link cubes to paper. Give each student grid paper.
Show step by step (by going over the process on the board) how to transfer the graph. Explain that each
square of the grid paper is going to represent one multi-link cube. Brainstorm for an appropriate title for
the graph, name the axis, add labels. At the end, each student should have the multi-cubes graph
transferred over to their grid paper.
Now that our data has labels we can answer more specific questions. Use the same Think-Pair-Share
strategy and ask more questions regarding the bar graph. For example:
● How many more students want to visit country A over country B? How do you know?
● How many students want to visit country A or country B? How do you know?
● How many students answered this question in total? How do you know?
Explain that this is one type of bar graph which we call a “Vertical Bar Graph”.
There is another type of bar graph which we call a “Horizontal Bar Graph”. Explain how it is different
from the vertical and show some online examples of horizontal bar graphs. Create the axis and ask
students to work on their own to transfer the multi-cubes graph to a horizontal bar graph. Assist
students as needed and then show the solution on the board.
Take a picture of the multi-link cubes graph, and the vertical and horizontal bar graphs drawn on the
board to use the next day in class.
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Differentiation of Instruction:
(adaptations) (cultural diversity) (grouping)

This lesson is part of a unit on data analysis. The lesson plan assumes students have previously been
taught how to collect first hand data and how to organize it by using tally marks, line plots and lists. This
lesson introduces bar graphs assuming students are relatively familiar with data analysis. If this is not
the case, extra lessons should be added to introduce those concepts.
Different ways of learning: Multiple Intelligence
WORD – There are books that talk about graphs such as the “Lemonade for Sale by Stuart J. Murphy,
illustrated by Tricia Tusa (Math Start Level 3)”, the “Fair is Fair! by Jennifer Dussling, illustrated by Diane
Palmisciano (Math Matters)” and “The Great Graph Contest by Loreen Leedy”. A good idea would be to
scan and edit one of these books (using a PowerPoint slideshow) so they can somehow fit with the
“Around the world” theme of this Thematic Unit.
PICTURE – The lesson contains pictures of graphs, and students are drawing bar graphs.
BODY- Students have the opportunity to move around in the activating activity.
MUSIC -Listen/sing a bar graphs song. (eg. https://youtu.be/Bmo7LGYqK60)
NATURALIST – Weather permitting the activating activity could be done outside. Use chalk to write the
question on the pavement and use small rocks/stones for graphing in.
PEOPLE – Classroom discussions/ Think-Pair-Share strategy used.
SELF-Working on creating the bar graph and Exit Slip Activity.

Cross-Curricular/Real World Connections:
Social Studies Unit – Communities of the World

Resources:
● Kindergarten to Grade 8 Mathematics: Manitoba Curriculum Framework of Outcomes 2013.
Retrieved from: http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/cur/math/framework_k-8/full_doc.pdf
● Idea: Eleni Galatsanou Tellidis
● https://jumpmath.org/jump/sites/default/files/Teachers%20Guide%20for%20Workbook%203.p
df ISBN: 978-1-897120-70-5 JUMP Math, Toronto, Ontario, www.jumpmath.org
● Newfoundland and Labrador , Curriculum Guide Mathematics Grade 3 September 2010
http://www.ed.gov.nl.ca/edu/k12/curriculum/guides/mathematics/primary/Mathematics_Grad
e3_Curriculum_Guide.pdf
● https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/continent/
● http://www.7continentslist.com/
● http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/continents.htm
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Lesson Title: Bar Graphs (lesson 2) – Grade 3
Unit (Strand): Statistics & Probability (Data Analysis)
Date and Class: Grade 3 class

Outcomes Addressed:
(essential questions/lesson purpose) (the student will be able to…)

Essential questions:
How can data be used to answer questions?
How can data be collected and recorded by using a bar graph?
General and specific outcomes:
3.SP.1. Collect first-hand data and organize it using charts to answer questions. [C, CN, V]
3.SP.2. Construct, label, and interpret bar graphs to solve problems. [PS, R, V]

Students will know:
How to interpret a bar graph.
How to use the information on a bar graph to answer questions.
How to construct a bar graph.
Students will be able to:
Determine the attributes of bar graphs.
Create bar graphs from a set of data including labelling the title and axes.
Draw conclusions from a bar graph to solve problems.
Solve problems by constructing and interpreting a bar graph.

Opportunity for Assessment:
(as, of, for learning) (exemplars/closure) (pre-assessment; variety; check for understanding; provides feedback)

The teacher starts the lesson with a quick review of yesterday’s lesson and checks for understanding
(questioning) (for).
During the gallery walk activity the teacher circulates among the students and observes the students
working. The teacher completes an anecdotal observation sheet (for) and checks for understanding. The
teacher provides feedback to the students (as needed) and addresses misconceptions in the small
groups or the whole class (as needed).
After the gallery walk activity the teacher collects the individual recording sheets which can be used as
assessment for or of learning.
The students can self-check themselves by looking at the solutions of the previous groups in each station
(as).

Materials Required:
(resources referenced) (ICT considered)
Gallery Walk PowerPoint slides for printouts (laminate and use dry erase markers)
Individual recording sheets (print in colour paper that matches the gallery station’s colour)
Maps of the world, Atlas Books.
Pens/pencils
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Teaching and Learning Activities: (Time allotments noted)
(activating, acquiring, applying) (ICT considered) (variety of strategies/activities; active thinking; questioning)

Activating (5 minutes):
The teacher uses the pictures taken in the previous lesson (multi-link cubes graph, vertical and
horizontal bar graphs) and provides a quick review of what we learned yesterday. Questioning and
checking for understanding.
Acquiring-Applying (40 minutes):
A gallery walk stations method is used for the students to apply their knowledge and interpret bar
graphs to answer questions.
The students are going to get into 5 groups (approximately 4 students in each group).
The students are going to rotate into the 5 gallery stations. They are going to spend approximately 8-10
minutes in each station.
In each station, there is going to be a different problem with questions. Students will work together to
answer the questions. However, each student is responsible to record their own responses on a
recoding sheet. All recording sheets (with students’ names on them) are staying at the station.
Once the time is up students move to the next station.
At the next station the same procedure applies. However, students also have access to their
classmates’ recording sheets from the previous group, therefore they can check and verify their
answers. (Note that students are allowed to do that only for verification/checking purposes. They still
have to record their own answers to their own individual recording sheets). The new recording sheets
are also left at the station.
The process continues until all groups have visited all stations.
In the end, each group stays in their last station and the members of the group are going to present the
solution of that station’s problem to the rest of their classmates.
Note: The teacher circulates among students, observes and assists students as needed.

Differentiation of Instruction:
(adaptations) (cultural diversity) (grouping)

This lesson is a second lesson on bar graphs, therefore it is mainly focused on applying activities. There
are no acquiring activities per se; however, the teacher addresses any misconceptions she notices during
the gallery walk activity either in the small groups or with the whole class as needed.
The teacher needs to be flexible when trying to implement the gallery walk activity since it depends a lot
on the type of students she has in her class. If additional time is needed the activity can continue on the
next lesson.
Since this lesson is part of the thematic unit “Around the world” and is cross-curricular with the
“Communities of the World” social studies unit, each data analysis problem presented in each station is
accompanied with social studies curriculum questions. The teacher could omit those questions is she
wanted to focus strictly on the data analysis component.
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For the purpose of this thematic unit only two lessons on data analysis are included. However, the
teacher could expand the thematic unit and include one or two more lessons on data analysis. This
lesson leads well to follow up lessons where students will work in the same groups and will have to
collect first-hand data from their classmates. Students will do all the work from brainstorming to choose
a question, using the multi-link cubes to gather data from the classmates, creating a bar graph and
presenting the results of their “mini survey” to the rest of the class at the end. Examples of questions
that could fit with the “Around the World” thematic unit are: “What is your favourite Continent?”,
“What is your favourite Ocean?”, “What is your favourite Ancient Society?”. “What is your favourite
South America country?”. This project work could be used as assessment of learning for the data
analysis unit.
Different ways of learning: Multiple Intelligence
WORD – Have Atlas books in each station so students can relate the problem to the book and look for
some answers in the book (e.g. locate communities, name oceans)
PICTURE – The gallery stations and recording sheets are full of visual materials and graphs.
BODY- Students circulate around the room as they move from station to station.
MUSIC -Listen/sing a song about the continents or oceans. For example, the Seven Continents songs
which also compares the continents by area https://youtu.be/K6DSMZ8b3LE
NATURALIST – Weather permitted the same activity could be done outside. The gallery station materials
could be placed in various spots in the school playground.
PEOPLE – Students are working with their peers in groups.
SELF- Students have individual recording sheets and record their answers /or solve the problems
individually.

Cross-Curricular/Real World Connections:
Social Studies Unit – Communities of the World (3-KL-015 Continents, Oceans / 3-KL-020 Locate
communities or countries studied on a world map / Cluster 4 - Ancient Societies).
Resources:
● Kindergarten to Grade 8 Mathematics: Manitoba Curriculum Framework of Outcomes 2013.
Retrieved from: http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/cur/math/framework_k-8/full_doc.pdf
● Idea: Eleni Galatsanou Tellidis
● Newfoundland and Labrador , Curriculum Guide Mathematics Grade 3 September 2010
http://www.ed.gov.nl.ca/edu/k12/curriculum/guides/mathematics/primary/Mathematics_Grad
e3_Curriculum_Guide.pdf
● Data sources for graphs: http://www.7continentslist.com/, International world stats,
http://www.allfiveoceans.com/2015/12/all-five-oceans-of-world.html
● Pictures taken from: http://brilliantmaps.com/wp-content/uploads/Wall-Pops-Kids-World-DryErase-Map-Decal.jpg , www.itsybitsyfun.com
● Anecdotal Observation Checklist taken from www.etfoassessment.ca
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Anecdotal Observation Sheet
Learning Focus_________________________________________________________________

Student A

Student B

Student C

Student D

Student E

Student F

www.etfoassessment.ca
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Gallery Walk Stations
Printouts
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Gallery Walk
Student Recording Sheets
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Name_________________Date________________

Name_________________Date________________
.

Name_________________Date________________

Name_________________Date________________

Name_________________Date________________

Name_________________Date________________

Name_________________Date________________

Name_________________Date________________

Name_________________Date________________

Name_________________Date________________

Cross Curricular Connections
ELA:
•
•

read more books about the various cultures that they learn about
write a story set in one of the countries they learned about

Science:
• inquire about the environment, soil and plant life in each country they learn about
• learn about the structures and materials produced in various countries
Social Studies:
• learn about the various cultures and history of each country
• learn about the differences in human rights in countries
Art:
•

recreate popular art forms from various countries

Music:
• explore the culturally significant music to each country
Phys. Ed:
• participate in different popular games and sports from each country
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Assessment – Overview
These assessment rubrics can be used alongside each lesson’s
individual assessment techniques.
The master list includes all the outcomes for the unit and place
for the class list. This provides the teacher with an overview
of the entire unit and provides valuable information about which
lessons were most effective.
The individual student assessment sheet allows the teacher to
see which outcomes an individual student has reached and which
outcomes students do and do not understand.
The lesson assessment sheet is useful for observation during a
lesson. There is a place for the class list and a place for each
outcome (or skill) for the teacher to fill in. This allows the
teacher to see which students were and were not able to
demonstrate the desired outcomes.
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Assessment - Master List
Outcomes->
Students

3

N
6

3

N
7

3

N
11

3.

PR
1

3

PR
2

3

PR
3

3

SS
3

3

SS
4

3

SS
7

3

SP
1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
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3

SP
2

Assessment – Individual Student

Student:_______________________________________
Outcomes

Checkmark Notes

3.N.6.

3.N.7.

3.N.11

3.PR.1.

3.PR.2.

3.PR.3

3.SS.3.

3.SS.4.

3.SS.7.

3.SP.1

3.SP.2
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Assessment – Lesson Assessment
Lesson:_______________________________

Students

Outcomes->

Notes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
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Around the World Unit Resources

Number
Hippity Hop!
•
•
•

Game card templates: http://www.sparklebox.co.uk/
Game board template: http://www.tunaruna.com/
Game board and math questions made by Kristen Loane

Around the World Multiplication
• Multiplication Flash Cards-

Resource:https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/FREEMultiplication-Flash-Cards-and-Fact-Strips-0-12-152375
• 5 Around the World multiplication game sheets-Microsoft Office - Word Clipart - continents outline,
• Game creation – Marie Kowalchuk

Patterns and Relations
Patterns in Japan
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Patterns in Japan” and Recording Sheet (alternative: Math Journal) – Originals by
Jessica
Quennelle
Smart Board and/or copy of “Patterns in Japan” for each student
Computer/ Print – Facts about Japan:
http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/countries/japan.html
http://facts-about- japan.com/interesting.html

Finding the Pattern
•
•

Book: “The Last Viking” by Norman Jorgensen and James Foley
Lesson Plan: Chelsea Enns
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Shape and Space
Wild Measurements
•
•
•

“Wild Measurement” Worksheet created by Julia Kreutzer
ULTIMATE Animals Video for Children on Youtube
link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLJw9yPusak&t=39s

Pyramids of Ancient Egypt
•
•
•
•

PBS Kids Youtube video “Who Built the Pyramids?”
• link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2118KSUSF8
Pyramid Builder template – G. Tanner
My Pyramids Facts worksheet. – G. Tanner
Two Type of Pyramids infographic – G. Tanner

Statistics and Probability
Data Analysis (Lesson 1)
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Kindergarten to Grade 8 Mathematics: Manitoba Curriculum Framework of
Outcomes 2013. Retrieved from:
http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/cur/math/framework_k-8/full_doc.pdf
Idea: Eleni Galatsanou Tellidis
https://jumpmath.org/jump/sites/default/files/Teachers%20Guide%20for
%20Workbook%203.pdf ISBN: 978-1-897120-70-5 JUMP Math, Toronto,
Ontario, www.jumpmath.org
Newfoundland and Labrador , Curriculum Guide Mathematics Grade 3
September 2010
http://www.ed.gov.nl.ca/edu/k12/curriculum/guides/mathematics/primary
/Mathematics_Grade3_Curriculum_Guide.pdf
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/continent/
http://www.7continentslist.com/
http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/continents.htm

Data Analysis (Lesson 2)
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•

•
•
•

Newfoundland and Labrador , Curriculum Guide Mathematics Grade 3 September
2010
http://www.ed.gov.nl.ca/edu/k12/curriculum/guides/mathematics/primary/Math
ematics_Grade3_Curriculum_Guide.pdf
Data sources for graphs: http://www.7continentslist.com/, International world
stats, http://www.allfiveoceans.com/2015/12/all-five-oceans-of-world.html
Pictures taken from: http://brilliantmaps.com/wp-content/uploads/Wall-PopsKids-World-Dry-Erase-Map-Decal.jpg , www.itsybitsyfun.com
Anecdotal Observation Checklist taken from www.etfoassessment.ca
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Wind up Activities for the Around the World Unit
Math:
-the class will have a feast!
- Traditional food from every place we ‘visited’ will be prepared for the entire
class. It will be in a buffet style and the class can experiment and see if certain
foods taste good together.
-This math class will have to be scheduled before lunch so the students can eat
once they count every food item, divide the food fairly, describe any
patterns/shapes they see.
ELA:
-Students will write in their journals their favorite place we ‘travelled’ to during
this unit!
-Read Aloud of their favorite book that was read during the unit (the class will vote
on which one is their favorite).
Art:
-Students will create a suitcase title page. Materials needed/suggested: construction
paper, scissors, pencil crayons/crayons/markers, stickers, etc.
-All worksheets/projects/assignments part of the unit will put in a booklet. The
suitcase title page will be attached to the booklet.
-Each student will have their adventure in their suitcase and be able to take it home
and share it with their families.
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